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ABSTRACT
A Mvohc is a Morphic Vessel of Human Consciousness. The Mvohc Project traverses' theories of
spatial identity in tandem with creative world-building as a method for examining the intricacies of the
human condition and reimagining reality. My creations are designed to promote autonomy over the
contemporary world's ever-evolving societal complexities to empower individuals, foster imagination and
communication, and create space for positive change. This body of work incorporates fleshy biomorphic
sculptures inspired by science fiction, deep-sea marine life, and the human body. The abject creatures are
partnered with constructed audio-scapes that encompass the frenzy of an overarching internal monologue,
capturing the voices of many through the voice of one. Other documents, writings, still-images, and
playthings, come together in an enchanted narrative-driven installation designed to encompass an
ecosystem constructed to sit directly between our world and the world of Mvohc.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
A Mvohc is a Morphic Vessel of Human Consciousness. The Mvohc Project uses written
narrative, digital illustration, audio, photography, and sculptures to bring intangible aspects of the human
experience into the physical realm of our contemporary world. The narrative and installation exist
between fact and fiction. This offers comprehension and consistency to the viewer to promote
introspection and imagination as a form of personal activism. The Mvohc Project explores abjection to
evoke feelings of repulsion and suggest the relationship between the body and the monstrous vessels that
are Mvohc sculptures. The suggestion of the body highlights the barrier between the socially constructed
external space and the socially influenced internal self. Body horror operates within The Mvohc Project to
elicit the fear or unease associated with self-reflection and with the alienation of questioning the rules of
society. The contrast of the installation is facing those fears, in order to strive for a more autonomous life
experience. This is achieved by looking inward to aim for better personal understanding, selfimprovement, and self-acceptance, and looking outward to question the undesirable aspects of so-called
social normality to fight for positive change and greater self-governance.
The Mvohc Project manifests as an installation replicating a natural history museum. The
installation comprises five major components, the written Mvohc narrative, a room filled with specimen
jars, a terrarium-style habitat replication, narrative wall panels, and a children's story nook. All these
elements advocate greater resistance over the more toxic or restrictive elements of social constructs and
help us coexist with the intricacies of the human experience. Our recent experience differs from the past
due to the exponential rise in information technology that is mentally demanding and can leave us feeling
overwhelmed. By bringing the art of fictive world-building from our mind-spaces into the physical world,
The Mvohc Projects ask the viewer to engage their imagination and reimagine the human experience by
questioning the status quo and reevaluating their relationship with how information is perceived and
utilized. The installation began with creating the physical Mvohc creatures, and the narrative framework
7

came later. The following is a summary of the Mvohccian universe and the protagonist’s role within the
narrative.
Mvohc are creatures that live around us, but they are invisible to the naked eye; like bacteria, they
surround us, but we cannot see them. The creatures are born from a moment of intense thought and
continue to feed off that thought anytime the host's mind turns to it. They do this by feasting on the
conscious thoughts that you, their host, are having. The creatures feed by suckling consciousness from the
hair of their host. Imagine your hair as straws that connect the Mvohc to your mind. They can suck out the
energy from your thoughts, store those thoughts and excrete them back to you at will. You cannot hear
their excretions, but you experience them subconsciously, which can sway your conscious mind toward a
specific thought. For example, let us say that you find an irregular mole and your doctor thinks it could be
cancer. She runs tests, but it takes three weeks to get the results. In this instance, when the doctor says you
might have cancer, and you get an intense wave of emotion, and your mind begins to race, a Mvohc is
born, and you are its host. Anytime your thoughts turn to cancer, that specific Mvohc will be there
feeding on those thoughts, growing, and gaining the power to influence you. The more you dwell, the
bigger and more powerful the creature gets. The more space it takes up, the more it can influence you
subconsciously to, in turn, cause you to have specific conscious thoughts on which it can then feed.
Within the narrative, fictional scientist Dr. Charlotte Tann discovered the creatures.
Dr. Charlotte Tann is the protagonist of the Mvohc narrative; she discovered Mvohc and
advocates for studying them. She believes that learning to coexist with this newly discovered species will
lead to a better, more evolved human experience that offers greater self-governance over our conscious
minds. Tann created a team of scientists that developed technologies that allowed us to see Mvohc. These
technologies evolved by first detecting Mvohc sound waves and turning those waves into still images.
Next, the methods developed into a chemical process that visualizes Mvohc based on their biochemical
makeup. Finally, the technology has graduated to a type of specific glass that allows us to see the actual,
undistorted physicality of the Mvohc creatures. (See figures 4 and 6). Without this special glass, Mvohc
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are invisible. Even now, sitting down to read this piece of writing, you have your own invisible Mvohc
feeding off you. Right now, you are surrounded by crawling, floating, suckling Mvohc.
The ideas presented by Dr. Tann in the narrative correspond to the psychological ideas behind
Parts Therapy or Parts Work. Parts Works operates on the idea that everyone's selfhood comprises the
sum of many parts and pieces. The work portion of this psychological concept is that if a person can
isolate the part of their being that is problematic and address it, they can better manage that undesirable
part of themselves. Often these parts do not specifically appear to our conscious minds. However, by
investigating these parts, they can be relocated from the subconscious to the conscious side of our minds,
thus making the relationship between the parts of our minds more symbiotic. The physical Mvohc
sculptures and imagery represent the multitude of intangible parts and pieces that make up our
consciousness and give them corporeality.
CHAPTER TWO
THE THESIS PROBLEM
THE RISE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Our recent experience differs in many ways from past generations, but the key variation is
information technology. The boundless rise in technology has left people with more information, more
comprehensive cultural understandings, and an appetite for a glimpse into the lives of our fellow humans.
We are in the most remarkable technological era in history, and today the vast majority have access to all
the world's knowledge on a device that fits in our pockets. However, we also have limited control of how
much data we receive daily. Most of us find ourselves constantly surrounded by news, images, and media.
While knowledge sharing is positive, this unlimited quantity is overwhelming. Over the past forty years,
humanity has experienced an exponential rise in technology but has not had much time for evolution to
play catch up. Today we receive about 74GB of information daily, which is the equivalent of roughly 16
movies. Our brains can only process so much, and with the sheer volume of information surrounding us,
the ability to process and organize information decreases. The result is that we have difficulty sorting out
9

the vital information from trivial. This confusion increases mass consternation, leading us to feel mentally
paralyzed by anxiety, dread, and an inability to focus. As this issue grows, so does avoidance and
resentment, to the point that apathy is becoming a part of our collective identity.1
When people feel defeated, they tend to retreat. Running away from all this information makes
knowledge the enemy. Suppose knowledge becomes the enemy. Then questioning and seeking edification
dissolves, and we become stuck in the present, living by the past. However, fiction and the use of
imagination, like The Mvohc Project, can help us consider change as a real possibility while aiding us in
better understanding ourselves and our contemporary reality.
CHAPTER THREE
FICTION IS FANTASTIC: THE POWER OF THE STORIES WE TELL
We use fiction and storytelling in a variety of ways. John Bucher is a professional film
consultant, storyteller, author, and creative director for the Joeseph Campbell Foundation. Bucher holds a
Ph.D. in Mythology and Depth Psychology and has spoken widely about the power of stories and how
they can help us reconsider how we understand our lives and each other. In the podcast, Ologies,
Mythology (Storytelling) with John Bucher, Bucher explains how we use stories to understand power
struggles in our society. He claims the rise in popularity and the diversification of heroes in the Marvel
and DC Comics movies followed specific social movements. His examples included the Wonder Woman
franchise that followed the "Me Too" movement, and the Black Panther series followed the "Black Lives
Matter" movement. These examples are not happenstance, and they are not the film industry pandering to
what is trending.

An example of this type of anxiety can be seen in the more recent phenomenon of what is often called
Environmental Anxiety or Climate Dread, wherein people are so overwhelmed and feel so powerless
they begin to resent the conversation about climate change as much if not more than its reality.
1
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According to Bucher, "...Superheroes typically change to fit whatever psychological needs that
we have as a culture." (Bucher, 2018, 00:50:30). He goes on to say that, "...whenever somebody can step
in and provide an answer, something that helps us deal with what is happening psychologically in the
world; we gravitate toward it." (Bucher, 2018, 00:50:00). Bucher describes how we use stories to
understand any and every intricacy within the human experience. Our films, stories, and art are nonthreatening, safe ways for us to contend with change and question the norm. The Mvohc Project offers the
viewer a similar opportunity. Viewers are invited to get lost in the Mvohc narrative and stand face to face
with fears from the safety of a sterile and contained environment. Within the installation, viewers can
experience the superhuman grandeur of a promise for power over the uncontrollable, or they can simply
read the story of a young girl who learns to understand her feelings and by proxy, perhaps understand
themselves a bit better.
The Mvohc Project offers the viewer a physical manifestation of the parts that make up their
consciousness. It invites people to look beyond the grotesque or off-putting qualities of self and societal
examination and to imagine having greater autonomy of their narrative. Likewise, stories such as Wonder
Woman and Black Panther help us imagine that change is possible and realize that it will prevail with or
without the oppressors' okay by reflecting the dehumanization and inequity people of color and women
face while empowering these groups through stories of triumph and heroism. Art and stories such as these
not only give power to the people seeking it, but they also help to normalize, within our communities,
seeing minorities in positions of power. Bucher's work enriches The Mvohc Project because he advocates
telling better stories, both in entertainment and individual narratives.
Many people think of fiction as being used primarily for entertainment, but it also imitates and
questions reality. People rewatch movies repeatedly to find context for their feelings or attain some form
of mental management or escape when they are overburdened. We relate to characters within the narrative
and become so immersed that these arts have the power to transport us to a world outside our own. In
these worlds, we find all manner of passive experiences that we can carry with us to the outside world.
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Some of the most pivotal narratives give us hope, strength, and motivation. The motivation that we often
find within a fictional or "secondary world" is the ability to reimagine2. Within secondary worlds and
within our own imaginations can postpone the rules we know to be true in our reality.3 We create a space
where we can achieve great things for ourselves or fight to change the world. When we do this from the
comfort and safety of our own mind-scapes, we can imagine without constraint and the power gained in
our internal space can be brought into the primary world.
CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSION OF THE THESIS PROBLEM
The rise in information sharing leads people to become overwhelmed and overburdened, leaving
people in a state of mental paralysis, unable to advocate for social reform or personal enjoyment. When
we are overwhelmed, we try to protect ourselves, but as a result, we fall prey to defeatism and begin to
demonize information. Our tools have become the tools that oppress us. This passive or angry existence
led by our trepidation robs us of a meaningful experience. It claims our sense of self and fills our safe
spaces, our internal mind-scapes, with dismay.
The answer is not to rid ourselves of technology or information sharing but to reassess our
relationship to data processing. If we organize the data we receive and our thoughts around it, we are
more likely to react appropriately. The Mvohc Project advocates for this idea. Fictional stories and
entertainment are powerful. We use stories to understand reality, learn, and regulate our emotions. When
we actively suspend our disbelief and allow ourselves to enter a story, we stimulate our imaginations and

The terms “primary world” and “secondary world” were coined by J.R.R. Tolkien in his 1947 essay, On
Fairy-Stories. The primary world is defined as the world that the reader or viewer exists in, and the
secondary world is the world where the storyteller’s characters exist.
2

3

In his essay, "Space is the (non)place: Martians, Marxists, and the Outer Space of Radical Imagination," Stevphen
Shukaitis states, "For even if it is not possible literally to step outside the world or existing reality, the capacity to
imagine other possible worlds creates a terrain where it becomes possible to work towards the creation of another
world." (Shukaitis, 2009).
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strengthen our ability to reimagine our current existence. When we allow ourselves to imagine a world
outside of what we know, we can redefine our expectations of living a socially acceptable life. Instead of
sandwiching ourselves into traditions and values that we disagree with, we can manage our experience as
we see fit. Experience is subjective and inherently abstract, the world is ever-changing, and we have the
right to grow with time. Once we have greater symbiosis with all the parts that make up ourselves, we can
fight to reimagine our experience. Redefining anything can be difficult and takes work.
CHAPTER FIVE
SPATIAL IDENTITY AND THE MIND
The idea for The Mvohc Project began with Henri Lefebvre’s 1974, The Production of Space.
Lefebvre wrote about the correlation between mental and physical space. The concepts of space are
primarily mental. Spaces exist through practice and physicality, and through our conception and
perception of space. We respond to a space as it responds to us. Lefebvre wrote, “There is an immediate
relationship between the body and it’s space, between the body’s deployment in space and its occupation
of space… each living body is space and has its space: it produces itself in space and it also produced that
space.” (Lefebvre, p. 170). People, both mentally and physically, are a mirror, reflecting the space around
us. Likewise, the space surrounding us is a mirror that reflects us and our selfhood. This reflection is also
true of the elements within our spaces, our things, and other people. We are constantly in a state of
reaction to and production of the space around us. However, if I was in a bare room with nothing but
myself, a few walls, and the air around me, I would still have a sense of self, an identity, and
consciousness, because I also have internal space.
Antony Gormley is a well-known British installation artist famous for his sculptural
investigations of space, the body, and the mind. Gormley was influential in the production of The Mvohc
Project because of the consideration of one's internal space, both intangibly and psychologically, when
we close our eyes and look into the darkness. This space is what Gormley called the 'subjective darkness
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of the body,' and what I will refer to as the "mind-scape." In his 2012 Ted Talk titled, Sculpted Space,
Within and Without, Gormley asked the audience to close their eyes with him and said, "I think of this as
the place of imagination, of potential... It is objectless. There are no things in it. It is dimensionless. It is
Limitless. It is endless." He goes on to say that he believes, "that is the space that sculpture can connect us
with." (Gormley, 2012, 00:02:18). This internal scape is the space that houses our most authentic self and
our imagination. It is a laboratory where we store our questions about reality and the universe and dissect
those ideas to make sense of them. After spending a quantity of time in that space, I noticed how much it
can get muddled with uninvited external stimuli. Even in this meditative, self-governed terrain of nothing
but darkness, imagination, and Self, nonconsensual worries and fears bind us to a particular state of mind,
bombard us, and keep us from utilizing the vast potential of our internal liminal space. Combining the
notions of Lefebvre and Gormley led to the consideration of the Self in "empty" spaces and domestic
spaces. This idea of spatial infestation led to giant soft sculptures that occupied large areas within our
defined domestic locations. (See figure 1). The goal of this installation was to show the parasitic
infestation of negative news invading our sacred spaces. The domestic environment reflects the mindscape in that it is the space where we can be our most authentic selves with the least amount of social
performance. We consider these spaces to be of our own construction or at the very least places where we
come the closest to obtaining control, so we feel safe and comfortable. The purpose of the parasitic
negativity blobs invading domestic space is to break the illusion of control. By physically demonstrating
how huge influxes of information, and especially negative information, can invade and claim our spaces
we begin to get a sense of what it feels like to lose the comfort of the spaces where we felt we had true
self-governance.
The early Mvohc creatures did not encompass the complexities of the conversation but did lead
the research to Kohei Nawa. (see figure 2). Nawa is a Japanese multidisciplinary artist that explores the
boundaries between the natural and artificial worlds. In a 2021 Artnet Worldwide biography, cites Nawa’s
statement: “At the molecular level, all natural and man-made articles are groups of particles.” (Nawa,
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2021). The biography further states: “The artist is inspired in part by digital pixels—which use light to
construct images—as a conceptual gesture, thereby making his sculptures a real-life analog to the digital
image.” (Nawa, 2021). Nawa’s ideas of bringing figment into the physical realm through sculpture
inspired the reimagining of the Mvohc form. (See figure 3). While Nawa is bringing to life something
dead or something that only existed in a digital scape, The Mvohc Project brings into the physical realm
something imagined acting as a corporeal representation of our overwhelmed and cluttered mind-scape.
After much material exploration, symbiotic cultures of bacteria and yeast or SCOBY became the material
that I began cultivating to bring the imagined creatures to life. Today, one of the many elements of The
Mvohc Project installation takes the form of a multitude of labeled specimen jars. (See figure 4).
CHAPTER SIX
ABJECTION, COMMUNICATION, AND IMMERSION
The specimen jars vary in size. (See figure 4). They are mounted on all five walls in the gallery
space to surround the viewer. Inside these jars are abject creatures preserved in what appears to be
formaldehyde, and the jars have traditional embossed labels providing the creatures' Latin names. The
names correspond to the appearance of the creatures, add credibility to their existence by mimicking the
scientific naming of animals, all while pointing to humanity's futile attempt at controlling the natural
world.
The creatures inside the jars are Mvohc. The Mvohc are all made of SCOBYs, human hair, resin,
and caulk, with a select few containing found objects. The primary material used is SCOBYs, which were
cultivated in large tubs using a variety of food colorants and natural food dyes. SCOBYs are living
organisms that have very much in common with Mvohc. Given enough sustenance, both will grow to the
size of their environment, and they are both quite visibly grotesque. SCOBYs look like sick jellyfish and
smell of sweet putrid vinegar, while the Mvohc sculptures present in a variety of monstrous forms and the
idea of them crawling all over us and feeding on our private musings is off-putting. However, SCOBYs
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are a probiotic superfood; consuming SCOBY or their excrement is incredibly good for gut health.
Likewise, within the Mvohccian narrative, Dr. Tann believes that striving for a symbiotic existence with
one’s Mvohc is beneficial to mental health. The overarching theme of the installation mirrors this
sentiment through parts work, which advocates for better understanding and growth through organization
and care of all the parts that make up an individual.
After harvesting segments of the SCOBY, I began curing them in a variety of ways. The primary
method was to layer them on many found and some fabricated items to control their general shape as they
began to dry. The use of found and primarily thrifted objects is important because these objects are, just
spaces are, a reflection of ourselves and the Selves of the objects’ previous owners. Taking the
impressions of found objects mimics how a Mvohc that we are host to is a reflective vessel for a part of
our self. Once the drying SCOBY was ready, I responded to each form by twisting, pressing, stitching,
and generally manipulating the delicate structures until they felt like they could be living animals. I took
inspiration from our bodies, like the wombs, hearts, and ears, and deep-sea creatures like coral, crabs,
nudibranch, and cephalopods. However, I allowed the material itself to dictate what form it would
ultimately take in some cases.
Taking inspiration from the skin-like surfaces of the monstrosities in John Carpenter’s The Thing,
resin and caulk are used to create the illusion of a moist surface texture. (See figure 5). The caulk adds to
the abject nature of the structure, acting as pustules, oozing boils, and weeping cavities that, within the
Mvohccian narrative, serve to collect stray hairs.
Finally, I hand-punched each Mvohc sculpture with human hair. Human Hair is a significant
element of both the narrative and the physicality of the creatures. Hair adds to the unsettling feeling of the
creatures because people tend to have visceral disgust toward disembodied hair, especially when
consumed. The use of hair in the Mvohc sculptures adds to the consistency of the narrative because
Mvohc, in addition to suckling consciousness from the hair on our bodies, consumes stray hair as part of
their natural behavior, and it becomes part of their form. Finally, hair is essential to the Mvohc project
16

because it is significant in some way across many cultures. For example, many cultures cut off their hair
after a tragedy or to rid themselves of the past. In the European witch trials, interrogators would shave all
the hair off suspected witches to weaken them. In many Native American cultures, hair is thought to be
connected to the central nervous system of the human, allowing them to feel and connect to the energy of
the world around them. Hair is significant, and in the Mvohccian narrative, it connects us to the
intangible. In many ways, a physical connection from the intangible, the mind, imagination, information,
and knowledge are what The Mvohc Project seeks to accomplish. Many people donated hair to the project
in order to become a part of these sculptures, making the creatures unique, haunting, and coupled with all
their other physical elements, seductively and decadently grotesque.
Being surrounded by these creatures, even contained in jars, is visually overpowering and directly
correlates to being engulfed by data and racing thoughts. Within the mythos, these jars serve as evidence
of the science done by Dr. Tann to preserve, make visible, and understand this new species. This space
adds the element of time and confronts the viewer with unfamiliarity, death, mortality, disgust, wonder,
and ethical dilemmas of the greater good.4 This moment of the installation adds intrigue to the narrative
and allows the viewer to confront a moment where fiction and reality meet. This visual entrapment allows
the viewer to suspend if not forgo all disbelief and become immersed in the Mvohccian world. This room
is perhaps the most grounding and enthralling portion of the installation. It strives to be embedded in the
viewer's minds so that even after they leave the installation, they can grow and develop the Mvohccian
world in their mindscape.
Inviting viewers to become immersed, interact, and insert themselves within the Mvohccian
world is a theme throughout the installation. Within the installation, there is a terrarium-style habitat

4

Ethical dilemmas of the greater good come up anytime animal testing is addressed. Without animal testing, we
would not have many of the medical advancements, such as vaccines, that we utilize today to keep us alive.
Conversely, we must consider what gives us more right to exist than the multitude of creatures we kill in order for
us to thrive. Finally, we could also consider what really is the greater good. For example, if humans are destroying
the planet, then is making certain we live as long and breed as much as possible really for the greater good? Or
does prolonging human life simply lead more quickly to the eventual destruction of not only humanity but possibly
all life on Earth as well?
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containing "living" Mvohc. (See Figure 6). Standing near the habitat, viewers can see creatures contained
behind glass and hear audio escaping the container. This sound relationship signifies to the viewer that the
creatures are alive, seating the viewer within the narrative and seating the narrative in the immediate
present. This portion of the installation offers the viewer access into fragments of the mind-scapes of
others and allows them to be present in the story.
In her book, The Wave in the Mind: Talks and Essays on the Writer, the Reader, and the
Imagination, Ursula K. Le Guin wrote, "Listening is not a reaction, it is a connection. Listening to a
conversation or a story, we don't so much respond as join in — become part of the action." (Le Guin,
196). Listening to the fragments of stories helps the viewer to embed themselves into the Mvohc world.
They are invited into the conversation by listening, allowing them to connect with others in the primary
world. Le Guin wrote of the immediacy of speech and its ability to create a space, a sort of bubble
containing those talking, listening, and engaging. (Le Guin, 199). This bubble is space viewers can share,
together with the voices of the unseen Mvohccian host. In this created space of communication and
listening, viewers can step into another person's perspective, commiserate, empathize, or celebrate with
their shared or diverse stories and thoughts. Le Guin asserts, "This is why utterance is magic. Words do
have power. Names have power. Words are events, they do things, change things. They transform both
speaker and hearer; they feed energy back and forth and amplify it. They feed understanding or emotion
back and forth and amplify it." (Le Guin, 199). This amplified narrative component is a conversation
between the viewers and the point where the narrative meets the reality of our overwhelmed minds.
The audio component is composed of crowd-sourced thoughts, news headlines, multiperson
conversational interview sessions, and random musings of the artist. These elements come together in an
overwhelming, intertwining, overlapping series of the voices of many people heard through the voice of
one. This was achieved by creating transcripts of all the collected thoughts, then reading them one by one
and layering them into one soundscape. The result is a faint echo of voices muddled together and distorted
by the barrier of the Mvohc containment terrarium. If you listen closely, you can pick out specific
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musings. However, the primary intention is to reiterate the overwhelming anxiety of a racing mind on a,
particularly stressful and overstimulating day. It is a moment to find empathy, commonality, or to
consider different ways of thinking by being included in a mass of communication.
Visually, the fabricated Mvohccian terrarium is a containment structure inspired by how we
design habitats for studied animals, whether that be at a pet store, in a zoo, or the spaces we made for our
pet hamster a child. This section of the installation reiterates the sentiments of the specimen jars through
differing modalities. Here the creatures are made using the same methods and materials as those in the
specimen jars, but in this instance, the Mvohc present as actively living in their domestic habitat. The
Mvohc are resting on the shag carpet, climbing atop or burrowing under the fuzzy pillow, seeking shelter
in the balled-up shirt in the corner, or even consuming human hair from their pet dish. The preservation
jars point to the recent past where these creatures were found, studied, named, and preserved for future
research. Conversely, the Mvohc habitat is seated in the immediate present, containing and sustaining the
life of these creatures in real-time while actively studying their habits. This time element shows a
progression of the narrative and suggests that we are still learning about these creatures.
Like the naming and preservation of the species, the Mvohc habitat highlights the absurdity of
humanity trying to control the natural world. Humans build habitats for animals to study and record their
natural behaviors, but creatures do not behave naturally under observation or in unnatural settings. The
insertion of humanistic preferences emphasizes the falseness of the habitat onto nonhuman creatures, like
the placing of hair in a food dish for creatures who are perfectly happy to consume hair pulled out of a
shower drain. Thus, the habitat is a humanistic attempt to recreate a natural habitat and improve it by
creating a Mvohc utopia. However, utopia cannot exist because our experiences, no matter how similar,
are inherently abstract. Each of us has different requirements for perfection, so we would each need
individual utopias. The paradox is that we are profoundly social creatures and cannot be happy, fulfilled,
or in many cases even sane if we are alone for too long. We must have communication. Communication is
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the most significant tool humans can employ. It exists in an astonishing array; it has the power to suggest
life in inanimate objects and invites participation.
All the abject and lifelike elements come together in the specimen jars and in the adjacent
terrarium to create vessels that replicate living creatures. Their alluring yet off-putting appearance not
only seduces us into actively believing that they are living monsters, but it points to our fears of looking
inward or outwardly challenging so-called normality. These creatures are vessels for human
consciousness, and in that way, they replicate us. They are our fears, anxieties, and shortcomings and the
tools that we need to cope with or conquer those feelings. They are all parts of our minds, including the
influxes of information we did not ask for, the parts of society we love and hate, and all our musings,
joys, and frustrations. What else are we but a tremendous number of molecules and intangible parts that
make up a fleshy, hair-covered body bag filled with thoughts and questions?
CHAPTER SEVEN
CONSISTENCY AND COHERENCY: BETWEEN FACT AND FICTION
The Mvohc Project is the culmination of consistency, abjections, and communication, to promote
imagination, autonomy, and experience. The project, the installation, and elements are composed of space
and stories to pull the viewer in, but to do that, the story, no matter how fantastical, must-have aspects of
believability. In her essay Why Build New Worlds Demitra Fimi wrote, "While you are "inside" this
world," (a secondary world), "you accept as true the ways in which it has been constructed. The laws that
hold this world together have to be coherent and consistent." (Fimi). If the world's rules are believable
and stable, the viewer, if willing, can suspend their disbelief and become immersed in the created world.
The portion of the installation pulls together the narrative and the sculptural installation of a series of wall
panels containing scientific “illustrations” and data on the origins of the story. (See figures 7, 10, and 11).
The importance of these information panels is threefold. They serve as a foundation for the story,
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introducing the protagonist, Dr. Tann, providing context for the creatures, and introducing the use of
science and time.
The scientific wall panels layout the story in a more detailed, accurate, yet still very brief way.
The Dr. Tann panel provides visualization and offers a brief bio for the scientist. (See Figure 7). The
details firmly position Tann in reality, while the image both seats her as an extended alter ego of myself
and points to her falseness. The image is a distorted and manipulated photo of myself performing the
scientist. I altered my appearance with make-up and a wig to achieve this photo, then added a social
media sourced filter to further distort my appearance. Sourcing filters from social media refers to our
attempts at controlling our online persona, another trap of contemporary technology. Inspiration for this
extended alter ego scientist came from Coco Fusco. In 2013, Fusco personified a chimpanzee time
traveling from the Planet of the Apes version of the future to present a lecture as Dr. Zira on the human
species. Fusco used her performance titled, Observations of the Predation in Humans: A Lecture by Dr.
Zira, Animal Psychologist, to evaluate typical inconsistencies in the social hierarchies of humans. (See
figure 8). In this instance, Fusco plays with the layering of primary and secondary worlds to critique
elements of society.
As I developed the Tann character, I began to take inspiration from artist Beauvis Lyons. Lyons
has been a great source of inspiration in this body of work. He not only creates fictive art utilizing the
creation of cryptozoological animals through the primary medium of printmaking, but he also served as
my introduction to the world of fictive art artists. Lyons has been compiling an archive of art hoaxes for
years. He even created an alter ego for the research and named the work after him the Everitt Ormsby
Hokes Archives (play on hoax). (See image 9). When creating Dr. Tann, I utilized the falseness of the
wig and the photoshopping on top of the filter to point to her falseness in the same way that her name, Dr.
Charlotte Tann (charlatan), does. Dr. Charlotte Tann's name is a direct nod to Lyons and Mr. Hokes.
Recently Lyons's work was included in the book Sting in the Tale: Art, Hoax, and Provocation, by
Antoniette LaFarge. For LaFarge, "Fictive art asks us to believe, only to deliberately undercut that belief;
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it teaches us how to productively, and pleasurable engage in uncertainty." (LaFarge, p.323). My goal from
the start has been to make the Mvohc project feel credible, but I think pointing to the absurdity helps
people to engage by allowing them to feel like they are part of the story or the joke. Likewise, it is a clue
to those who may take the fiction as fact in this era of disinformation and “fake news.”
After reading the Dr. Tann Bio, it is best to move to The Mvohc Project panel that offers an
overview of the Mvohc species. (See figure 10). This narrative introduction displays digitally altered
images of sculptures designed to mimic Victorian anatomy drawings. Stylizing these images points to an
age of discovery when people learned such unbelievable facts that they believed anything, even magic,
could be possible. Referencing the Age of Enlightenment holds two-fold significance in the Mvohc
project, the invention of science fiction, and the discovery of bacteria. The Dutch scientist, Antoni van
Leeuwenhoek, initially discovered bacteria in 1676 who spoke of “Little Animals” living in a drop of
water. At first, no one believed him because they could not see what he saw. It was not until the late
1800s that people started to believe in and understand the invisible little animals we now call bacteria.
Convincing doctors that washing their hands before and after surgeries was one of the most significant
discoveries of the time and led to incredible medical advancements. Likewise, the Mvohc narrative
follows a similar path. Within the story, people did not automatically believe that sizeable invisible
creatures surround them. However, Dr. Tann persisted because she believed that her discovery would
begin to enrich the human experience once they believed.
Perhaps the most essential reference in this panel is the advent of science fiction. Science fiction
plays a vital role in the Mvohc project, both as visual inspiration and narrative structure. The type of
science fiction I gravitate toward is what I consider to be a modern-day widely understandable form of
philosophy because of its speculative nature, and it is one of our most effective forms of communicating
and understanding the human condition. Mary Shelly’s 1818 Frankenstein is credited by some as the first
work of science fiction. On the surface, Shelley was writing a horror story about a man who created a
beast. However, underneath, she wrote a love letter to nature vs. nurture, exploring who is responsible for
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creating a monster and speculating on who the monster truly is. Like The Mvohc Project, Shelley's
Frankenstein questions social construction and asks the viewer or reader to imagine outside of the norm.
This panel references the past and specifically the Age of Enlightenment when the use of logic
and reason led to new understandings and experiences of the world. Moreover, from that time came a
trend of looking toward the future as a tool for communicating and questioning. Science fiction tends to
utilize future settings to address philosophical and sociological issues of the present. Many of the fictive
artists I am currently aware of work in history, creating artifacts and fragments of information. In
contrast, my work is seated in the present and looks toward the future.5 Creating a world takes time, and it
is challenging to do all at once. Many of the artists creating hoaxes use time to account for missing
information. Artists can leave out information about the world they are building or add to it later by
“discovering new relics” as they continue to develop their work. Similarly, I am purposefully leaving out
details and accounting of missing pieces by utilizing science and the future. By acknowledging that Dr.
Tann is researching a newly discovered species, I can extend The Mvohc Project, growing it to encompass
more conversations. The Mvohc Project is in the present; its future is unknown, just like ours. Many
studies show that we tend to be happier, more positive, and feel more fulfilled when we imagine the
future. The Mvohc Projects asks the viewer to step into the Mvohccian world and grow their
imaginations.
However, humans tend to need some coaxing to use their imaginations and suspend their
disbelief. Thus, a story must be coherent and consistent. A running theme within The Mvohc Project is to
take something genuine and manipulate it into something fictive yet believable. For example, the
contortion of the living organism SCOBY into the creature called Mvohc, or the Thermo-Proton Pulsar
Spectroplane or TPPS image panels. (See Figure 11).

Beauvais Lyons, Nicholas Kahn, and Richard Selesnick are all examples of artists who create narrativebased fictive historical or archeological artworks. Many other examples can be found in Lyon’s Hokes
Archive or in Antoinette LaFrage’s Book, Sting in the Tale: Art, Hoax, and Provocation.
5
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The TPPS images in these panels add to the narrative and reveal real scientific techniques and
bio-chemical reactions that seat the scientist, the Mvohc, and the science done in the lab into reality and
the present. The science described in these panels refers to contemporary technologies that set the project
into the present of our primary world and add credibility to the narrative. Additionally, these panels
project the project into the future by deliberately leaving out the unknown details of the Mvohc species.
The images are photographs of sculptures I made using found objects and glue cast out of or off
other found/thrifted objects, then adding details with paints, hair, and caulk. The use of found objects was
important because people tend to surround themselves with objects that reflect their identities. People use
space similarly to reflect their personalities, and likewise, Mvohc come together to make up parts and
portions of a person's sense of self. After creating the sculptures, I photographed and treated them using
several photograph filter apps. I used between 1 and 3 different programs for each image, using at least 3
to 5 different filters per program. I uploaded, saved, and repeated using those same filters dozens of times
per photo until I got exciting results. Once the images were as I wanted them, I used photoshop to create
the desired compositions and related each series to a differing scientific method as labeled on the panels.
The process was much more time-consuming and complicated than editing them entirely with photoshop.
However, I chose this process to mimic the constant repetition and inevitable manipulation of information
that adds to our current state of constantly being overwhelmed.
In her book, Le Guin wrote about the relationship between the speaker and the hearer, or in this
case, the artist and the viewer, “The medium in which the message is embedded is immensely complex,
infinitely more than a code: it is a language, a function of a society, a culture, in which the language, the
speaker, and the hearer are all embedded.” (Le Guin, 187). When the viewer reads the panels provided in
the installation, it becomes so much more than information. It is their introduction into a new reality. It
becomes a foundation of the story that sticks with them during and after the exhibition. It is a tiny offering
of the story that the viewer can grow in their mind-scape, strengthening their imagination and helping
them learn to question and reimagine their reality. This sort of personal activism aims to empower people
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to strive for more personal satisfaction with their own experience so that they can make space to advocate
for a more equitable experience for all.
CHAPTER EIGHT
ACCEPT, REDUCE, REIMAGINE
The final portion of the Mvohc installation and a key element in cultivating coherence and
believability in The Mvohc Project is breaking it into its most simple form so that the world can become a
place of play and exploration for the viewer. During his interview with the New Mexico PBS program
¡COLORES!, Cannupa Hanska Luger began to speak about the very human quality of projecting one's
self into a story. Storytelling lends itself to creating "fantastic ideas and characters," and those ideas and
their communication are open to interpretation. Of the stories we create and immerse ourselves in, Luger
said, "It may not be true, but it is all real. And I find that artmaking comes from that same desire to
communicate a complex idea, reduce it down to its purest form, and then let that go and be a part of the
world and allow the viewer to retell that story." (Luger, 2015, 00:01:50). For The Mvohc Project, I
reduced the narrative to its purest form by creating a children's book and replicating a hands-on activity
area in a museum, library, or another place of learning.
The story-nook contains a children's book, illustrated wall decals, and soft plush toys based on
the book's version of Mvohc. (See Figure 12). The book, My Mvohc and Me (see figure 13) is particularly
important because it sums up the entire Mvohc story, the protagonist's intentions, and how scary it can be
to look inward, put simply enough that a child can understand it. I digitally illustrated and hand-bound the
book, designing and fabricating the cover to mimic the plushies seen in the nook. My Mvohc and Me is
playful while highlighting the struggles a person might face while attempting to understand and decode
the world surrounding them. The wall illustrations come from My Mvohc and Me and are printed on a
removable decal vinyl so that they are adhered directly to the wall and hung at varying heights to mimic
the Mvohc floating around the viewer at a low height. The illustrated creatures are encircled by
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monochromatic colors-auras representing the sound given off by "real" Mvohc. The plushies, like the
images on the wall, are all cartoonified versions of Mvohc. Using a variety of textures and soft materials
makes these elements an inviting sensory delight, encouraging viewers to interact and begin to feel less
inhibited.
I hand-stitched each plushy to act as a 3-dimensional element replicating the illustrated Mvohc in
the book. This aspect served as a repetition of other elements in the Mvohc installation that take the
immaterial and give them corporeality. The drawings and plushies take the elements of fleshy, hairy,
abject, boil-covered creatures and turn them into cuddly playthings. This abjection highlights how selfexamination and the questioning of so-called social normality might seem scary or off-putting at first, but
it can have positive results once you face those fears. Each cartoonified Mvohc represents an emotion
rather than a train of thought. A "real" Mvohc might only feed off your nervousness about your upcoming
job interview, or your excitement about your weekly pizza night, or your anger toward institutional
racism, but leaving the cartoon Mvohc more open, like using instances of general happiness or
embarrassment, allows viewers the freedom to place their own thoughts and feelings on the creatures. Just
like what non-franchised toys can do for children.
I chose to create a children's book, because I wanted to deliver this complex story and its
accompanying ideas in a playful and bite-sized way that highlights the child-like imagination. I am asking
viewers to suspend their disbelief, to take this story home with them and grow it in their minds. From my
experience, a child's mind is often not yet entirely cluttered with all the social expectations and
restrictions that come with reaching adulthood. Children often have a fantastic ability to access wonder
without inhibition, giving them the ability to freely and vividly imagine worlds of their design and others
with even just the smallest offering of inspiration. I see this ability reflected in childhood when even
magic was possible, but the older we get, the more convincing we tend to need. However, the more
frequently we utilize our imaginations, the easier it becomes to envision a future worth working toward,
which we define for ourselves.
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In, Why Build New Worlds, Dimitra Fimi discusses the construction of new realities through the
lens of several creators. Fimi writes, "Le Guin has described the imagination as "the free play of the
mind" and she has further defined "play" as "re-creation, the recombination of what is known into what is
new." To invent freely within a structured system is central to fantasy world-building; moreover, unlike
for most art forms (poetic verse structure, say), the author both sets the rules and then works within
them." (Fimi, 2021). Defining a fantastical space that can be entered and played within is vital to
accessing the imagination and layering the created sub-world within our primary world is a bridge with a
safety net. It allows us to simultaneously access our imagination and rational minds, offering a sense of
control when diving into the mind-space and allowing figment creatures to follow. Creating something
simultaneously fantastical and rational is the bridge between child-like and adult-restricted imagination.
Bridging that gap allows us to step outside of what we know possible and access something different,
something better.
CHAPTER NINE
VULNERABILITY, STORY, AND HEALING
The Mvohc Project and installation is in direct conversation with German FLUXUS artist Joesph
Beuys in terms of reimagination, healing, and the social change to which these can lead. Beuys used
performance, the repetition of natural everyday materials, and myth to advocate for a peaceful utopia with
a more democratic culture that valued creativity, social reform and emphasized the ability of the masses
to create change. Two of his works particularly relate to The Mvohc Project, I Like America and America
Likes Me, and The Sled. Beuys created one of his most well-known works of art in 1969, The Sled, which
manifested as what Beuys called a "survival kit" based on a story about his fighter plane crashing during
World War II and his rescue by nomads who healed and warmed him using fat and felt. (See figure 14).
Later, during his 1974 performance, I Like America and America Likes Me, Beuys embodied a shaman
who had traveled to America to reconcile American society, Native American cultures, and nature. (See
figure 15). This fictional shaman was attempting to build a better relationship between these cultures.
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The Mvohc Project, The Sled, and I Like America and America Likes Me, meets through the utilization of
narrative, performance, and commonplace materials to create a conversation between art, communication,
and healing. As with Beuys "...Art, common materials, and one's "everyday life" were ultimately
inseparable." (The Art Story, Beuys, 2021). The Mvohc Project uses everyday materials both within the
Mvohc sculptures and in the process of bringing the sculptures to fruition. Material became a staple that
found its way to the project as an act of fate and became essential to the narrative. The primary goal of the
Mvohc Project is for people to evoke their imagination as a tool to reimagine reality and put effort into
healing the space of their internal mind-scapes through practices such as meditation, parts work, gratitude
practices, or whatever therapy works best for the individual. With this healing, we have a greater ability to
refocus our energy toward the creation of equity and social and political change.
Patricia Piccinini is an Australian artist using abjection in her sculptures to broach the
relationships between humans and others, science and nature, and the intermingling of technology and the
organic. In these ways, The Mvohc Project intersects with Piccinini’s work. Both works utilize
storytelling, science fiction, corporeality, and a world outside of the known, that questions existence and
brushes against reality. Both bodies of work are fundamentally about the human condition and employ the
abject. Within The Mvohc Project, the abjection is a fear of the unknown, so potent that we find it
seductively revolting. Piccinini writes, “If I want the viewers to get anything from my work, it is this
experience of a journey from disturbance to warmth.”(Piccinini, 2020).6 Piccinini creates creatures that
are on the surface, off-putting abominations of nature. However, looking past the first impression reveals
that these creatures are, as Piccinini describes, “more vulnerable than threatening,” and in their faces, we
see that they crave empathy and love just like humans do.
Mvohc are both threatening and vulnerable. While remaining relatively benign. The Mvohc are
monstrous and fall under the abject category, and the viewer is vulnerable in their presence. When we

6

Found on Piccinini’s website in the section, ”Some Thoughts About My Practice.”
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face our Mvohc, we face the physical manifestation of our anxieties, fears, deepest secrets, and shames,
but also the tools we need to cope. It is disturbing to imagine these fleshy, hairy, oozing biomorphs
touching us and feeding off our thoughts, through our hair, without our consent. However, looking past
this quality, accepting them as benevolent creatures, and actively striving to exist with them symbiotically
leads to the utilization of their species as an analogy for Parts Work. Looking within and confronting our
demons may be off-putting, but accepting, moving past, or growing with our less appealing qualities can
allow us to heal—the juxtaposition between the specimen jars and the story nook highlight this sentiment.
The story nook references the “real” Mvohc in a way that is not only non-threatening but comforting and
playful.
CHAPTER TEN
CONCLUSION
COMMUNICATION, IMAGINATION, AND GROWTH
The Mvohc Project reflects and materializes the intangible parts of the self and the constructions
of space and society. Each of the five components of the installation serves as an entry point to participate
in communication, imagination, and introspection. Ultimately the project advocates mental health and
social growth, utilizing imagination as a tool for promoting greater autonomy in the human experience.
The human experience is a messy, ongoing story that we have to grow and develop alongside. We are
currently in a moment in time unlike any other. Technology has reached unseen heights, the sharing of
information is unlike any before in our history, and with more advancement and more knowledge comes
more questions and more problems.
It is easier to remain stationary than to move forward, especially when overwhelmed or
overburdened. Fictional worlds allow us a safe place to escape. A place to suspend the laws of the
constructed society we find familiar and believe in the impossible. Our imaginations are powerful and can
lead us to untold new heights. These places outside of our primary world offer us a safe space to imagine
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and dissect the intricacies of our experience. Many aspects of so-called social normality are restrictive and
even outright oppressive, just as anxiety and an inability to rest or organize our minds can be. However,
within our mindscapes, we find the ability to self-govern and reimagine our own narratives. Once we have
greater symbiosis in our internal space, we can make our ideas tangible and create real, lasting positive
change.
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Figure 1: Spatial, 2020, (installation view, detail).
Assorted fabrics, textiles, cotton, foam. 98”x 312”x 216”
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Figure 2: Kohei Nawa, Biota(Fauna/Flora), 2013, Installation view.
Inujima Art House Project, F-Art House, Okayama collection of Benesse Holdings, Inc.
Photo by: Nobutado OMOTE
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Figure 3: Kohei Nawa, PixCell-Deer#46, 2016.
Mixed media, 209.3 cm × 150 cm × 150 cm © Kohei Nawa

Figure 4: The Mvohc Project: Specimen Jars, 2021. Installation view.
Glass jars, vegetable oil, SCOBY, human hair, resin, caulk, found tubing.
Panoramic photo by: Caroline Myers. Installation size, 18’ x 7’ x 70”
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Figure 5: Film still, The Thing, 1982.
Directed by John Carpenter. Universal Pictures.

Figure 6: The Mvohc Project: Terrarium Habitat, 2021. Installation view, Detail.
Plexi Glass, plywood, SCOBY, human hair, resin, caulk, carpet, found objects. 68” x 76” x 78”
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Figure 7: The Mvohc Project: Narrative Panel: Dr. Charlotte Tann Bio, 2021, Installation view.
Photograph and portion of Mvohccian Narrative. 17” x 11”
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Figure 8: Coco Fusco, 2013. Promotional Portrait. Performance,
Observations of Predation in Humans: A lecture by Dr. Zira, Animal Psychologist.

Figure 9: Everitt Ormsby Hokes.
Image courtesy of Beauvais Lyons, Hokes Archives.
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Figure 10: The Mvohc Project: Narrative Science Panel: The Mvohc Project, 2021, Installation detail.
Photographs of sculptures processed using third-party social media applications, and portions of
Mvohccian scientific narrative. 17” x 36”
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Figure 11: The Mvohc Project: Narrative Science Panel: TPPS, 2021, Installation view.
Photographs of sculptures processed using third-party social media applications, and portions of
Mvohccian scientific narrative. 17”x 71” each. Installation view: 216”
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Figure 12: The Mvohc Project: The Children’s Story Nook, 2021, Installation view.
Handmade book (My Mvohc and Me), hand-stitched soft sculpture plushy replications of Mvohc
installations, rug Mvohc replication, found object shelves, Mvohc illustrations printed on removeable
vinyl. 84” x 84” x 67”
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Figure 13: My Mvohc and Me (With Mvohc rug and Happy plushy), 2021, Installation view.
Hand-bound book, digital illustrations, written narrative, fabric, tread, cotton. Book size: 7” x 4.5” x 2”
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Figure 14: Joesph Beuys, The Sled, 1969.
Sled of wood and metal with felt, cloth straps, flashlight, wax, and cord. 35.2 cm x 90.5 cm x 34.5 cm
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Figure 15: Joseph Beuys, I Like America and America Likes Me, 1974. Performance.
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Figure 16: Patricia Piccinini, Sphinx, 2012.
Silicone, fiberglass, human and animal hair, bronze, 48” x 43 3/10” x 21 7/10”
The Vivian and Tolarno Galleries, Melbourne.
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APPENDIX
MVOHCCIAN NARRATIVE
INTRODUCTION

In 2012, at the age of 44, Dr. Charlotte Tann made a discovery that would seek to change how we
as humans experience the world. Before her findings, many believed Dr. Tann to be a baseless researcher
except for her partner, Dr. Imogene Nary, co-founder of the research group, The Mvohc Project. Though
Dr. Tann had discovered a new species, she could not provide definitive proof until 2016, when her team
finally captured the first thermo-imaging of the creatures, she named Mvohc. Though the science world
was stunned, her discovery remained unnoticed by the general population due to the peculiar nature of the
images. Then, in February of 2020, Dr. Tann and her team released confirmation of the capture of several
Mvohc specimens. This incredible discovery and the coinciding proof of its validity was so overwhelming
that many mistook it as an Orwellian, science fiction ploy dreamt up from the void of the internet.
Caught in a vortex of “fake news” propaganda and the mass hysteria of the impending Corona Virus
pandemic, our society could not contend with this alien-like discovery. As a result, news of the Mvohc
fell to the wayside. Until now. Today, scientists at The Mvohc Project have over 100 specimens in their
facilities. In November of this year, the creatures will be displayed for public view at the campus of
Clemson University. This historical moment is sure to finally give Dr. Charlotte Tann the attention she
deserves to elaborate her hope for the future of Mvohc and the betterment of society.
FROM CHARLOTTE TO DR. TANN
From a young age, Charlotte Tann was no stranger to tragedy. In 1972, Charlotte’s parents were
involved in an automobile accident, killing Martha and Patrick Tann on impact. Charlotte, age four, was
placed in the custody of her grandmother, Abigail Tann. Born in 1922, Abigail was not a learned woman,
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but she was wise, caring, and well versed in the art of oral tradition. Abigail instilled in Charlotte a love
of fairy tales and a passion for helping others. Until, in 1981, misfortune struck again. Charlotte was left
orphaned with the sudden death of her grandmother. Abigail had suffered a fatal brain aneurysm, and at
the age of thirteen, Charlotte was placed in the care of the Talberth Orphanage outside of Grundy, IL.
Charlotte had lost her only remaining family and, torn from the few close friends she kept, became
reclusive and deeply depressed. Charlotte was never adopted, but she eventually found solace through
new friendships with like-minded peers and her love of stories.
Through these friends, Charlotte found new curiosities, including science fiction and
cryptozoology. Armed with a new sense of family and a love of science, Charlotte sought help for her
depression from a school counselor. He was able to guide her through these confusing times and help her
to understand how to manage her thoughts and fears. With the guidance of her counselor and a few
inspirational instructors, she began to apply to colleges, deciding that she would major in biology.
Charlotte started attending Illinois State University in 1984, and in 1989, she received a B.S. in biology
with an emphasis in Wildlife Conservation. After graduation, she found an opportunity for research in the
Lowcountry of South Carolina. Tracking the habits of the Frosted Flatwoods Salamander, Charlotte's
mind turned to her interest in fables and cryptozoology. While working with locals in the swampy
Lowcountry, conversations often turned to tales of Bingham's Light, the plat-eye, and will-o-the-wisps,
well-known folklore in rural parts of South Carolina. Charlotte became consumed with these stories,
studying their interpretations and relations to other familiar tales. She considered the will-o-the-wisps and
how the reports varied. Some believe the wisps trick their victims into wandering deep into the swamp to
drown, while others believe the wisps lure people into the water for baptism. Some believe that seeing a
wisp is an omen of death, some, a premonition of fortune, and others believe wisps are swamp or forest
guardians. Charlotte compared these stories and considered other supernatural beliefs from diverse
cultures, like Kami, ghosts, demons, angels, and spirits. She contemplated the multitude of lore
throughout the world and the depth of people's convictions in their faith.
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She had always understood these tales as purely for entertainment. Still, the more she considered
religions, myths, and the variety of ways people try to explain the unknown, the more she couldn't help
but see the elements that tied them together. She remembered her grandmother's importance on
storytelling and wondered if there was deeper reasoning for the connections that popped up even within
various cultures. Charlotte was researching independently but quickly decided she would begin applying
to universities to continue her education. Charlotte became consumed with the idea that something was
missing, something in plain sight that had not yet revealed itself, she began to reconsider her path. Maybe
instead of trying to preserve and understand known creatures, she should be searching for something
undiscovered. Charlotte did not have a sound explanation, but filled with doubt, and consumed with
theories, she pressed on. When feeling the impending imposter syndrome, Charlotte often reminded
herself about humanities' exploration of the ocean. In an interview with International Science Magazine,
Tann said,
“We know more about outer space, a place that is simultaneously infinite and infinitely growing,
than we know about the Earth’s oceans. Our oceans make up 71% of the planet we are sitting on,
and we know relatively little about what it contains. We act like it is impossible to understand our
existence, but we would rather believe in ghosts than consider that there is something tangible
just beyond our sight.” (Tann, 2018).
In 1991, Charlotte made the life-changing decision to go back to school with a change in major. The
following year, Tann attended Clemson University, where, in 1995, she earned a Master of Science
degree in zoology. During this time, Tann became obsessed with another superstition that transcended
culture.
Tann's interest in sociology introduced her to hair rituals, traditions, and parables found on every
continent across the globe. In southeast Asia, Buddhist monks shave their heads to symbolize their
shedding of the material world. In Massai societies in Africans perform a ceremony called Manyatta.
During Manyatta, a mother shaves her son's head to rid him of his childhood before finishing the
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ceremony, which inducts him into adulthood. In countless cultures, women are encouraged or forced to
cover their hair to restrict their power, protect their modesty, or curve their sexuality. Even dating back to
the height of the European witch trials, interrogators shaved not only the head but the entire body of the
accused witches to subdue them. Perhaps most interestingly, many Native American tribes have varying
but similar notions of the meaning of hair, from hair being an extension of your identity to hair containing
your thoughts and memories, to your hair being an extension of your nervous system, allowing you to feel
the energy of the world around you. These are a tiny sampling of the examples of hair traditions and
rituals that occur worldwide. Tann knew hair was essential, but at that point, she did not yet know why.
Eventually, she would discover that the Mvohc species sustains themselves through the consumption and
absorption of consciousness through the hair of their host. Tann spoke of how obvious our hair was a
network to our minds, based on how many societies had treated it that way. Earlier this year, in the
podcast, Outpost 31: Talks with Tann, Tann stated,
“It seems obvious now that our hair can hold and be an extension of our thoughts and memories,
but at the time, the idea seemed so farfetched and magical that no one could have imagined it was
true. But I think about Arthur C. Clarke’s third law, “Any sufficiently advanced technology is
indistinguishable from magic”, and I think that is not just true of technology, but also of the
undiscovered, or in this case, newly discovered miracles of nature.” (Tann, 2021, 00:25:14).
Likewise, Tann’s research of the eventually proven correlation between the reoccurring stories of the
supernatural and hair superstitions would lead her to her eventual discovery of the Mvohc species.
However, these musings would not be the only integral connections she made while earning her Master of
Science.
A GREAT IMAGINATION
While at University, Tann met her now research partner, Imogene Nary, a mechanical
engineering student. They became very close, as they were equally interested in the mysteries of our
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planet. Both remained at Clemson University until 2001, when Tann earned her Ph.D. in Zoological
research, proceeded by Dr. Nary the following semester. Post-graduation, the women decided to begin
researching together. Dr. Tann believed there was some undiscovered creature just beyond our sight that
existed in tandem with us, and Dr. Nary believed in Tann’s ideas so thoroughly that she wanted to be the
one to fabricate a machine to prove the existence of the species. Their research at the time, tagged The
Overlooked Species, was desperately underfunded. As a result, it would take them almost a decade to find
proof of their first clue to discovering the Mvohc species, and these were trying times. In a 2019 interview
with the UK’s Time’s Up Magazine, Tann spoke of these disheartening times, saying,
“They (any number of research foundations) thought we were crazy. We were rejected so often,
that at times, we thought we actually might have been mad. I remember one night, Imogene and I
were trying to decide if we were even going to try to move forward, and I was so discouraged that
I was ready to give up. She turned to me and said, ‘Charlotte, what if Leeuwenhoek had given
up?’ Not only did this give me hope but it gave me the idea to search for nonvisual proof.” (Tann,
2019)
Antony Van Leeuwenhoek, credited with discovering bacteria in 1676, spoke of 'little animals'
living in our water. Because his peers could not replicate Leeuwenhoek's single-lens microscope
invention, everyone thought he was less than sane or simply falling prey to a trick of the eye. Not only did
Tann identify with this historical event, but it led her to consider what were scientific truths of that time in
history. It was not until the late 1800s that scientists began to believe that tiny microbes were living
everywhere. When doctors were persuaded to start washing their hands before and after surgeries, they
saw a significant decrease in disease. Before this advancement, doctors would wear patients' blood as a
sign of being hard at work, and they could not figure out why their patients were dying after successful
surgeries. The widely popular theories were that patients were falling ill because of malicious spirits or
nearby foul odors. This foolhardy but interesting consideration of odors resonated with Dr. Tann, and she
considered the many tales of spirits she had studied. There were always sensory details involved, a chill in
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the air, hair standing on end in the presence of a spirit, even the sounds of a faintly wailing ghost. Tann
realized that sound was not an avenue she had explored. Tann explains how silly a train of thought may
seem, but she fervently defends the importance of following thought trails no matter how inconceivable or
juvenile they may seem, because as she has said in many interviews over the years,
“There is no great discovery and no great change without great will and great imagination.”
(Tann, 2021)
Shortly after this revelation, in 2003, Tann and Nary began taking field recordings in various
circumstances, environments, and with varying degrees of success. They began to find a sound pattern
when recording people experiencing times of great excitement, joy, or distress. It seemed that there was a
correlation between strong emotions and the recordings they found. These recordings were extraordinarily
crude and unintelligible, but they finally had a direction to follow, and in 2005, they received their first
grant for a mere $10,000. Any amount of funding was precisely the break needed to find their first
instance of proof. Tann began conducting research using volunteers who were experiencing significant
distress. At the same time, Dr. Nary focused on designing and fabricating a new machine that would
allow them to hone in and examine the specific frequency they found repeating in their original
recordings. Tann set up her experiments, having one volunteer at a time in a thoroughly sound-tight room,
while thinking, but not speaking, about what was distressing them. Often the volunteers had recently
experienced some form of loss, like a loved one, job, or the like. Tann would have these people write
about what was upsetting them while she recorded the room and observed. She began to see more
consistency in her recordings, with an almost constant appearance of the still crude but certainly audible
noise emanating from varying points in the room.
By 2007 Nary figured out how to engineer the machine that would decode the frequency. With
this discovery, they could hear the faint, occasional, and although distorted, quite distinguishable sound of
human language. From Tann’s experiments, they realized that the few words they heard sparsely
correlated with the writings of the emotionally overwhelmed individuals in the tests. This realization was
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a huge breakthrough and armed with this information to procure additional but still sparse support. By
2009, thanks to the utter genius of Dr. Nary, they were able to achieve a full and utterly intelligible series
of what they termed Semi-Conscious Interviews or SCI for short. These SCIs were a nearly direct
dictation of what the subjects were writing at the time of the recording. Still, interestingly, there were
additional, related thoughts layered in, and amazingly other fainter sequences were happening in other
parts of the room as well. What doctors Tann and Nary had discovered was that there was something in
the room with their subjects that was invisible to the human eye, inaudible to the naked ear, but was
seemingly a sort of vessel for the conscious and unconscious thoughts human beings.

A MVOHC IS SEEN
However amazing this auditory discovery was, Tann and Nary still had trouble finding
backing. In George Nada’s 2020 article, How We Live: Mvohc and Money, Dr. Nary was quoted,
saying,
“...there is not much money in hunting for invisible creatures based on folklore, unless of
course you count reality tv, and we certainly did not.” (Nary, 2020).
Nevertheless, Nary and Tann knew exactly what proof they needed. While Dr. Tann got to work
on pinpointing the most likely locations of organisms producing the sound streams in relation to
the human subject, Dr. Nary began engineering a machine of her own design that would allow
them to capture the first images of these creatures. In the spring of 2012, Dr. Nary completed her
Pulsar Nova Spectraplane or PNS, a device that captures raw data by measuring kinetic energy
against the specific sound pressure released by what we now call Mvohc. The resulting output of
this data is a sort of sonic imaging. An example of two of the very first PNS images captured in
the fall of 2012 of Mvohc can be seen in Figures A1 and A2.
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Figure A1: Pulsar Nova Spectraplane Image of Specimen Nimis Mvohccicus Vermis, seen in
slight motion, taken by Dr. Imogene Nary, 2012. Copyright, © The Mvohc Project.
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Figure A2: Pulsar Nova Spectraplane Image of Specimen Nimis Mvohccicus Lolligo, seen in
rapid motion, taken by Dr. Imogene Nary, 2012. Copyright, © The Mvohc Project.
The images appear quite pixelated and with much static. Pixelization occurs because the
PNS measures everything from the room surrounding the creatures to the sounds within the
Mvohc to the creature's excretions. The lighter areas around the Mvohc are the most condensed
segments of sound, the Mvohc excrement. The most volumetric measurements represent the
sound within and vibrating through the creature, thus giving us the first crude but representative
form of the Mvohc species. It is noteworthy that all PNS images are primarily monochromatic.
Scientists found that the specific color within each image represents the type of thought, emotion,
or some may even say consciousness that is being held and excreted.
The emotional codex was a massive accomplishment for the team, and Dr. Tann could
finally put a face, so to speak, to the creature she had been hypothesizing for nearly two decades.
Dr. Tann named the animals Mvohc, standing for Morphic Vessels of Human Consciousness.
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Their research was published at The Hokes Archives at the University of Tennessee.7 Tann
finally felt vindication from the doubt surrounding her theories and even her sanity, but she was
only getting started on her research. She and Dr. Nary's first step was to establish a team and a
more consistent research facility. They agree to use the name, The Mvohc Project, and their first
employee was Shelley Carpenter, an astrophysicist fresh out of earning his master's from the
Larrecq Institute of Engineering and Applied Sciences
Taking inspiration from Spectroscopy, Carpenter, aided by Dr. Nary, created the very
first Thermo-Proton Pulsar Spectraplane device (TPPS).8 The TPPS device creates a detectable
visualization using photon energy, but rather than light, it measures the thermo-spectrum. The
machine sends expeditiously intermittent discharges of power to the organism's atomic makeup.
However, instead of targeting negatively charged electrons, it targets protons that have a positive
charge. This surge of additional energy creates transient increases in kinetic energy. The brevity
allows the organism to remain reasonably unaware of the energy influx while simultaneously
expelling a semi-custom fluorescent heat signature. Because this occurs at an atomic level, the
creatures are unharmed and remain relatively motionless, allowing the device to take hundreds of
photos a minute. With imperceivable swiftness, the machine can stitch together an image of the
Mvohc based on their thermo-chemical and pulsar makeup. What makes this device even more
unique is its additional pulsar measurement layer. The Mvohc emits sound at a frequency that is
out of range for the human ear. However, Dr. Nary's first attempt at this detection device only
measured the sound pressure level, but today the TPPS device combines both technologies,

7

Established in 1902 by Everitt Ormsby Hokes, The Hokes Archives is a collection of rare artifacts, fabricated worlds of
art, and related research. The archives are under the direction of Professor Beauvais Lyons. More information can be
found at http://web.utk.edu/~blyons/

Spectroscopy is the process in which astronomers measure planets and stars' biometric identity based
on the absorption and rapid release of energy by electrons, creating a light spectrum unique to each
element.
8
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making it a machine unlike any other. Examples of the first TPPS images in digital form and the
different physical states of the Mvohc can be seen below in Figures A3, A4, A5, and A6.
Figure A3 shows a TPPS example of a Mvohc in a neutral state. The neutral Mvohc is in
a reserved condition; it is content and by no means starving but would eat if their host's passing
thoughts provided sustenance. Mvohc often appears this way if there is no host nearby or if their
host is overly distracted with a topic other than what contains nourishment for the Mvohc in
question. As previously mentioned, each Mvohc only feeds on certain types of thought, particular
to its bio-makeup.

Figure A3: Thermo-Proton Pulsar Spectraplane Image of Specimen Modicus Mvohccicus
Capillus Utero, seen in a neutral state, taken by Dr. Imogene Nary, 2016.
Copyright, © The Mvohc Project.

Figure A4 shows a Mvohc in a similarly reserved but active state. This Mvohc is content,
but as you can see in the upper left corner and lower-middle to right sections of the image, there
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is a distinct and contrasting mass of color. These masses indicate that the Mvohc is excreting
audio thought-consciousness. This emission is like a mating call, but the Mvohc is calling for
sustenance. The Mvohc excretes this consciousness, which is composed of previous thoughts
from its host. The host will subconsciously perceive this information, causing the host to think
about the topic that sustains this particular Mvohc. Thus, allowing the Mvohc to feed without
chancing when its host has the needed train of thought again.

Figure A4: Thermo-Proton Pulsar Spectraplane Image of Specimen Nimis Mvohccicus Utero,
seen in an active-neutral state, taken by Dr. Imogene Nary, 2016.
Copyright, © The Mvohc Project.

Figure A5 shows TPPS imaging of a Mvohc in stasis. Mvohc in stasis are relatively close
to life-less. They are seen in a monochromatic grayscale because they exude very limited
biometric identifiers. This appearance is because they are without food and must conserve energy
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as much as possible. This state occurs when the host has resolved a thought or issue that initially
caused them much distress. The Mvohc can still become active to feed if these thoughts come up
again, but once the thought resolves, any feeding done by the Mvohc will happen passively. This
action is imperceivable to the host and is one of the best-case scenarios for interaction between
host and Mvohc.
Conversely, if the host tries to repress a distressing stream of consciousness, the Mvohc
will be weak, as seen in figure A5, but aggressive. Typically, Mvohc are primarily symbiotic, but
in this rarer case, they become parasitic. Under ordinary circumstances, Mvohc feed off the host’s
consciousness from a gentle distance, but in this parasitic state, the Mvohc will attach itself to the
host and force the repressed thoughts to the surface. Forced feeding can be painful for the host
and emotionally exhaustive. Repression feeding is the worst-case scenario for a Mvohc/host
interaction.
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Figure A5: Thermo-Proton Pulsar Spectraplane Image of Mvohc Specimen Nimis Mvohccicus Capillus
Lolligo, seen in stasis, taken by Dr. Imogene Nary, 2017. Copyright, © The Mvohc Project.

Figure A6 shows a Mvohc preparing for a feeding frenzy. In this state, the Mvohc can
float. Mvohc consume human hair, extracting from it the essence of consciousness. They can also
absorb consciousness and thus sustenance from the hair while it is attached to the head of its host
(this is the more common mode of feeding). One byproduct of this digestion is a low-frequency
sound that the Mvohc emits; this emission is the sound the Pulsar method measures to help detect
Mvohc.
The other byproduct is a mixture of discarded natural material (human hair) combined
with Microbial Electrolysis Cells (MEC) from their MEC Production Glands. The resulting
reaction is hydrogen production. Hydrogen is lighter than air; thus, the Mvohc gains the ability to
float. As can be seen in figure A6, the Mvohc are engorged with hydrogen, disrupting the
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variation in their typical biometric identities. The Mvohc appear two-tonal and are visibly
distended. A contrasting color haze can be seen all around the Mvohc; this visual representation
of auditory thought-consciousness expulsion. This hovering state occurs most often when the
Mvohc host is overly excited or agitated. If the host’s mind is racing and consumed by a single
intense train of thought, one or a very few Mvohc will hover close by to feed. If the host’s
thoughts have turned to an overwhelmed crisis state, wherein the host is thinking of many intense
topics all at once, the Mvohc will surround the host; it is not uncommon to see upwards of 15
Mvohc swarming a host during a crisis. The Mvohc Project team has noted seeing twice that or
more feeding on a host during a crisis. It is important to note that Mvohc not only feeds off stress,
fear, and negative emotions but also feeds off intense joy, love, and excitement. A Mvohc swarm
can be an extremely positive experience.

Figure A6: Thermo-Proton Pulsar Spectraplane Image of Specimen Modicus Mvohccicus Capillus Utero,
seen in a hovering state, taken by Dr. Imogene Nary, 2017. Copyright, © The Mvohc Project.
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Mvohc are born out of powerful thoughts. It is not the type of thought that creates a
Mvohc, but the intensity. A Mvohc may be made, for instance, at a moment of a joyous event,
and the Mvohc will feed off their host’s consciousness any time their thoughts turn to that event.
Conversely, a Mvohc may spawn upon its’ host receiving devastating news, and similarly, the
Mvohc will feed off their host when their thoughts turn to that disastrous news. A Mvohc can be
born of any number of intense thoughts, but they all correspond to a single stream of
consciousness and feed off the host who inadvertently created them.
A Mvohc can be any size. Mvohc grow to the size of their environments and with the
availability of food. For example, you might stub your toe so badly that it hurts for two hours.
That moment of intense pain might give birth to a tiny Mvohc, and over the course of those two
hours, the Mvohc will continue to grow and feed while you are thinking about your hurt toe.
Once the pain subsides, and your toe is no longer on your mind, the Mvohc will stop growing and
eventually go into stasis. If you, say, regale your partner with the instance of your stubbed toe
later that day or week, your Mvohc will feed and grow again, but as the memory fades, so will the
Mvohc.
On the other hand, let's say that you are Batman. A mugger murders your parents in front
of you; a Mvohc will develop at that moment. You are Batman, so your whole life is now a
circumstance of that one intensely painful moment, and any time you think about the death of
your parents or vengeance, that Mvohc will feed and grow. Considering that you are Batman and
pretty much all you think about is vengeance, your one specific Mvohc could be the size of a
small bus within the matter of a decade. Of course, an instance like this is expectedly rare, but
this presumably could happen, and the repercussions of such an instance are still unknown. The
Mvohc species is still under research by Dr. Tann and the team at the Mvohc Project. One of the
most important breakthroughs in research occurred less than three years ago.
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In 2019 The Mvohc Project team developed a preservative liquid (VV-Serum) capable of
suspending Mvohc in a visible stasis. This amazing discovery has made it possible for humans to
see these creatures with little more than the naked eye in a non-digital plane. Figure A7 shows a
small variety of Mvohc Specimen. You can see that the hair of the creatures’ hosts serves as an
integral part of their biological makeup. Otherwise, these creatures have highly diversified
characteristics, with the one other exception being their fleshy skin-like dermis.

Figure A7: Composition of Mvohc Specimen in Jars, 2021. Jar size: 12” x 7” x 7”
Photographs by Brooke Day. Copyright, © The Mvohc Project.

The ability to see and touch these creatures has been significant in learning about them,
but more important than having the Mvohc preserved and visible has been the most recent
innovation. In 2020, The Mvohc Project team was able to solidify a version of VV-Serum into a
glasslike substance allowing humans to see Mvohc in an unaltered, undistorted, living state. See
Figure A8. As you may be able to tell from the relative stillness of the creatures within the
constructed habitat, that keeping Mvohc in isolation and without hosts allows for only limited
ability to document their behaviors. Dr. Tann explained that the next logical step is to find a way
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to observe these creatures in a more natural environment. Tann estimated that the team is at least
four years away from such an advancement but assures that there is still much to learn about
Mvohc using the current technology. However, what excites Tann the most is her hopes for the
future of humans and Mvohc.

Figure A8: Live Mvohc Specimen in Menagerie, 2021. Habitat size: 68” x 76” x 78”
Photographs by Brooke Day. Copyright, © The Mvohc Project.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Though the Mvohc Project team still has much to discover about this incredible species,
Dr. Tann has high hopes for how we will interact with Mvohc in the future. Currently, Dr. Tann’s
team is putting together a public relations campaign to spread the word about these creatures
following their inaugural display at Clemson University, her alma mater. Tann believes that the
general public must learn as much about Mvohc as possible to interact actively rather than
passively with this species. She speaks of concerns about people's fears, but she considers that
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people always fear any discovery. According to Tann, if we work in tandem with the Mvohc, we
may gain much more control over our scattered minds.
In the past 50 years, we have experienced a rise in technology greater than any other
generation. We receive 350% more negative and positive information in a day now than we did
just 30 years ago. Technology is still on the rise, and evolution has yet to catch up. Our brains
struggle to process all this information, and we are left giving our attention away rather than
focusing on how to overcome this problem. When we are overwhelmed, we react like any other
animal, fight, flight, or freeze. We fight, meaning we become hyper-focused on one issue and
have no space for concern about anything else. We freeze, meaning we become so emotionally
exhausted by our minds that we shut down, become stagnant, or fall into deep depressions. Or we
choose flight, meaning we focus on escapism, which might take the form of binge-watching
television, spending countless hours on social media, or overindulgence of other more tangible
vices, like drugs or alcohol.
Most of us can relate to this to some degree. Many of us are experiencing a sort of partial
mental paralysis. There is not one aspect of our contemporary reality to blame for this overextended numbness in which we live. The blame is on the mass of information, negativity, and
over-stimulation we must deal with daily while trying not to panic. From negativity to turmoil,
fear, and pain, according to Dr. Tann, it is time for us to take back control instead of allowing
ourselves to become submissive. Dr. Tann's theory is that instead of turning to more of the mess
that man has created to try and solve our issues, we must turn to what the natural world has
already given us, the Mvohc.
Since Mvohc both contain and emit our thoughts, we must learn how to coexist with this
Mvohccian hunger. The goal is to utilize Mvohc as storage units for our thoughts. The storage of
our consciousness will allow us to take breaks from the constant debilitating influx of information
and organize our thoughts. We must compartmentalize and conquer instead of ignoring,
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repressing, and panicking. If we can set aside some of our more challenging concerns, we can
work through the more minor issues faster and make time to work on tackling our most
significant matters. The organization of our thoughts can help us to see the relation between them.
For example, a person may become stressed about ten different things. However, when they take
the time to calm themselves and arrange their thoughts, they may find that many of their ten
issues are all related, and they only need to solve one problem to alleviate many of their concerns.
Utilizing a symbiotic partnership with our Mvohc will help to facilitate these processes and give
us better mental health and understanding. Thus, more control over the experience of being a
human in this contemporary era.
Conclusion
Technology is ever advancing. As humans, we have not yet found a way to contend with
all the information, news, and negativity we receive daily. Information and technology should be
a tool to better our experience, not a weapon that makes us complacent. Rather than revert to our
animalistic biology, we must rise positively to overcome this evolutionary imbalance to regain
self-governance of our experience during the time we have on this planet. The Mvohc species
already co-exist with us in a pseudo-symbiotic relationship. Dr. Tann proposes that we utilize this
relationship to organize, understand, and overcome our overworked and overwhelmed minds. By
learning about the Mvohc species, welcoming them as the answer for conquering the hold that
technology has over our minds, we can eventually learn how to naturally process the information
we receive instead of being oppressed by it. We can have a greater life experience with better
mental health. Given these advancements, we can overcome enough of our issues that it becomes
an achievable goal to work together to create lasting, equitable change for everyone.
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